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Home to two kids, a dog and adults 
who love to entertain, this space 

needed to be three backyards in one
WORDS DONYALE HARRISON  
STYLING WENDY BANNISTER  

PHOTOGRAPHY DEREK SWALWELL

Balancing act

Adding a swimming pool to their Melbourne 
backyard was high on Jen and Gavin’s wishlist.  
A cantilevered deck provides a lounge area, and 
an outdoor shower between the pool and the 
back of the house allows swimmers to rinse  
off once they’re done. Jen commissioned the 
Corten decorative wall screens through Pierre  
Le Roux Designs. “They took my rough ideas  
and translated them brilliantly,” says Jen. >
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“Gavin calls it his ‘man cave’,” 
says Jen of the extensive 
entertaining pavilion. “He loves 
to barbecue. He has his fancy 
barbecue, running water and a 
beer fridge – what more could 
he wish for!” Because it’s such  
a short walk from the house,  
the couple didn’t double-up on 
energy-hungry appliances like a 
dishwasher, though Jen has had 
occasion to laughingly regret 
putting the environment first: 
“He was out there the other day 
and he looked around and said, 
‘My man cave is lovely and clean!’ 
That’s because he’d just dumped 
his dirty dishes in my kitchen!”
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“WE WERE DETERMINED that we 
were going to buy a house with a pool,” 
says Jen of her French provincial-style 
home in Melbourne. “But then we saw this 
one and we fell in love.” The new home 
came with spacious interiors, perfect for 
Jen, husband Gavin and their two girls, but 
the garden was suburban standard-issue, 
all lawn and paving – and no pool. “We 
wanted to get maximum use out of the 
garden,” recalls Jen. “We’re an outdoorsy 
family and were resigned to compromising 
a bit, but Stefanie Carne, our project 
manager, convinced us we had options.”

For the design, the couple chose  
Mark Browning of Cycas Landscape Design, 
whose passion for liveable spaces with a 
focus on sustainable materials and quality 
finishes mirrored their own. “It was a  
good fit,” says Mark. “Stefanie put together 
a great team with the landscapers and 
builder, too. We had to work cleverly as  
we had only about 15 by 15 metres of space. 
But ultimately, we managed to fit it all in.” 

Fit it all in they did, with no crowding or 
compromise. The design divides the area 
into three zones. A central lawn – for the 
children and Oreo, the dog – is flanked by 
an entertainment pavilion on one side and 
pool on the other. Sightlines were kept 
open so the full width of the garden can be 
viewed from the back of the house. Decking 
was used to manage the change in elevation 
from the house’s bi-fold doors to the 
pavilion. Adding a touch of classical French 
garden tradition is a dry-stone-clad wall with 
three spouts pouring into a trough below. > 

Above & top: Despite space restrictions, the garden comprises three distinct zones – 
pavilion, lawn and pool – that can each be put to use at the same time. “This job is right  
on the limit of the hard surface/soft surface balance,” says designer Mark Browning.  
“The wonderful row of ornamental pears across the back of the garden ties it all together 
and we were able to introduce a few other herbaceous touches, like the area around  
the steel water bowl. There’s just enough to soften all that decking and paving.” 

“We l ive out  here  most of the 
time. It’s so beautiful at night”
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< Meanwhile, just outside the rear door, a steel water bowl enlivens 
a walkway to the pavilion and creates its own enticing mini-garden. 

The steel of the bowl recurs in decorative screens over the pool 
deck and a ball of barbed wire, interlaced with fairy lights, suspended 
inside the pavilion. “I enjoyed working on all these ideas with Mark,” 
says Jen. “Some of them ended up being really collaborative, like the 
screens, which he came up with and I commissioned locally. I like to 
have things that are a little bit different. That’s what makes it special.”

So appealing is the space that the garden has become a popular 
venue for get-togethers with both adult friends and the school set. 
“We live out here most of the time,” says Jen. “It’s so beautiful at 
night. There’s a series of subtle lighting effects that can all be turned 
on and off independently. On rainy days, we sit out in the pavilion 
with the pool lights on and enjoy the play of light on the water.” 

The collaborative approach to the garden’s design makes it  
even more special. “Everyone worked so well together to make  
our dreams come true,” says Jen. “Our fantastic builder, Mike Kelly  
from King Craft Constructions, even drove out to Geelong on his  
day off to check the pavilion beams.” Now it’s time to simply enjoy 
the space. “I wouldn’t change a thing,” says Jen.  

“I like to have things that 

are a little different. 
That’s what makes it special”

Right: Compact outdoor spaces call for a few 
large statement pieces, rather than lots of small 
items, which can look cluttered. Against a backdrop 
of old railway sleepers, this steel water bowl, made 
by Lump Sculpture Studio, recalls a classic sundial, 
with the pavilion casting a shadow across its 
surface much of the year. It can also be used  
as a floating flower display when Jen and Gavin  
are entertaining. A row of dwarf bird of paradise 
peeks out from behind the sleepers, providing 
colourful blooms through the warmer months, 
while groundcovers including Heuchera ‘Palace 
Purple’ and Ajuga reptans ‘Jungle Beauty’ offer 
year-round foliage and seasonal flowers.

Below: Hardy plants, such as the Dragon’s Blood 
(Dracaeno darco), complement the hard-wearing 
materials used throughout the garden. At ground 
level, overspilling plants blur the boundaries 
between beds, paving and decking. Black mondo 
grass provides a striking contrast to the lighter 
trunk of the Dragon’s Blood and its jade leaves.

CONTACTS: Mark Browning, Cycas Landscape Design, (03) 9572 
4466, cycas.com.au. Stefanie Carne Property Consulting, (03) 9440 
9261, stefaniecarne.com.au. BMC Landscape Construction, 0418 173 
358, bmclandscape.com. King Craft Constructions, (03) 9752 6840. 



The fountain wall at the rear of the 
garden, clad in ‘Badger Dry Stone’ 
walling from Eco Outdoor, is more 
than just a handy trick to hide the 
pool equipment. “It’s the centrepiece 
of the view as you walk through the 
house,” Jen says. “There are really 
high ceilings and a wide hall, with 
bi-fold doors at the back. You can 
see straight through and focus on 
the wall, so it’s as though the garden 
is part of the theatre of the house.” 
The spouts were custom-made for 
the project, which was designed by 
BMC Landscape Construction. “The 
dry stone cladding is all separate 
pieces, so it had to be hand-pieced 
by the landscaper,” says Mark. “But it 
looks so beautiful and authentic that 
it was worth all the effort.”  


